
Imagine two people a block distant from each other that see and recognize each other; they are friends or foes 

and accordingly, having no time to get near, they may engage in a discussion: Where are you 

going?  To eat.  Or  To sleep.  

To indicate that some is good tasting or agreeable one can show this sign  If you want to say that 

you are going somewhere using a horse or mule, you can show this sign , if you want to tell 

somebody that his wife is cheating on him you can use this sign , but you are asking for trouble. To 

show that somebody is a thief  you can use the sign of a hand with a rotatory move is grasping 

mode.  And use this sign to tell somebody to cut it out, or not to lie or to talk less. And again one 

can use this sign to say "I will make yours like this!" Or to say that he or you are very lucky.  A 

sign of anger or extreme nuisance can be this , while a sign of  where is the money or I need or want 

money is this  . Or tell that he is a snitch. You can threaten somebody or saying that 



somebody died with this sign . Or communicate that somebody went to jail .  

Something that you really wanted, got stuck on your throat  , that is you did not get it; you can show 

that you do not know anything with this sign,  shaking your hands side to side. You can also ask 

for half of whatever you want.  If you do not like what somebody wants you to do, you can tell 

him: -What do you think  that I am a puppet?- by rotating the hand in that position.  And for 

something that you like you can show this sign: -I really needed this!- And so many others that it 
would be too long to describe. 


